Localization of a particle in the wells of an asymmetric double-well (DW) potential is investigated here. Information entropy-based uncertainty measures, such as Shannon entropy, Fisher information, Onicescu energy, etc., and phase-space area, are utilized to explain the contrasting effect of localization-delocalization and role of asymmetric term in such two-well potentials. In asymmetric situation, two wells behaves like two different potentials. A general rule has been proposed for arrangement of quasi-degenerate pairs, in terms of asymmetry parameter. Further, it enables to describe the distribution of particle in either of the deeper or shallow wells in various energy states. One finds that, all states eventually get localized to the deeper well, provided the asymmetry parameter attains certain threshold value. This generalization produces symmetric DW as a natural consequence of asymmetric DW. Eigenfunctions, eigenvalues are obtained by means of a simple, accurate variation-induced exact diagonalization method. In brief, information measures and phase-space analysis can provide valuable insight toward the understanding of such potentials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty in position space is a well known measure of spatial delocalization [1, 2] of a quantum particle. This relation provides a lower bound on information content, but does not quantify the full information content of a particle in a given quantum state. The equation,
implies that momentum and position of a particle in a system cannot be measured simultaneously. If position is measured with complete precision, momentum will be infinitely uncertain and vice-versa. This has been used successfully in studying uncertainty-like relationship in numerous quantum systems, such as spherically symmetric potentials including radial position-momentum uncertainties in Klein-Gordon H-like atoms [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
It is a well known fact that, information entropy (IE)-based uncertainty relations may offer more efficient and stronger bounds [9] than that provided by conventional uncertainty relation, Eq. (1). In case of IE, measurements are carried out in conjugate position and momentum space. Our curiosity and thrust of using concept of IE thrives with development of various entropic uncertainty relations [10, 11] . Lately, this mixed entropic uncertainty relation has been extensively used to investigate a variety of confined quantum systems ranging from confined harmonic oscillator [12] to confined atom [9, 13, 14] . Day by day, interest in the topic continues to expand as evidenced by a substantial amount of existing literature.
In past few years, Shannon entropy has been employed on a vast number of physically and chemically important potentials, such as, Pöschl-Teller-like [15] , Rosen-Morse [16] , squared tangent well [17] , position-dependent mass Schrödinger equation [18, 19] , hyperbolic [20] , infinite circular well [21] , hyperbolic double-well (DW) potential [22] , etc.
A DW potential has relevance in many important physical, chemical phenomena where the potential can be modeled as a two-state system [23, 24] , wherein two wells may be identified as two different states of a quantum particle. Thus, significant attention was paid for their understanding, starting from the dawn of quantum mechanics till today (see, for example, [25] [26] [27] ). In a previous work [28] , several information measures like Fisher information (I) [13, 29] , Shannon entropy (S) [30] , Onicescu energy (E) [31] and Onicescu-Shannon information entropy (OS) [32] [33] [34] were invoked to understand the competing effect of localizationdelocalization in a symmetric DW potential, represented by, V (x) = αx 4 − βx 2 + h, where α, β are two potential parameters and h = β 2 4α controls barrier height. It was found that, while traditional uncertainty relation, Eq. (1), and Fisher information measures can qualitatively indicate quasi-degeneracy [35] , they are generally inadequate to interpret the role of competing effects which causes quasi-degeneracy in such a system. However, it turns out that, measures such as S, I, E, OS in the conjugate spaces bear distinct signatures of these contrasting processes. For example, there appears characteristic extrema in S, E, OS values corresponding to the balancing of these opposing effects; initially delocalization predominates but finally localization overcoming it. Furthermore, a phase-space area analysis explained the tunneling in such a potential. In presence of asymmetry, such interplay is expected to lead to more interesting and complicated results. A key to our understanding would be to determine how quasi-degeneracy is affected in such a scenario.
In case of a symmetric DW, aforesaid competing effects lead to a number of quasidegenerate pair states. An increase in positive term (strength) reduces spacing between classical turning points but at the same time, reduces barrier area as well as barrier height (refer to Eq. (2) later). Conversely, negative term increases spacing between classical turning points but also increases barrier area and barrier height. Introduction of an asymmetric term makes the system more anomalous and interesting. Because it gives rise to two asymmetric wells in the system. From a classical mechanical point of view, a particle will always reside in deeper well, but in quantum mechanics the situation is not that straightforward.
Therefore, a careful analysis is desirable to understand the quantum effects in such system.
In this context, our primary motivation is to study energy and distribution of a particle in an asymmetric DW potential; then to use information-based uncertainty measures to broaden our knowledge on the overall situation of system. For our purposes, such a potential can be written conveniently in following form,
where p, q are two positive integers such that p > q, and r is an odd integer with q > r.
In what follows, we concentrate on the specific case of p = 2, q = r = 1, unless mentioned otherwise. This choice corresponds to the simplest possible asymmetric DW case within a polynomial potential family in Eq. (2) . Note that one requires a quartic, quadratic and linear term. Exact analytical solution of our asymmetric DW potential has not been reported as yet. We are aware of the lone exactly solvable work of [37] for a special case of asymmetric DW potential, constructed from several smoothly joined Morse-type components.
Application of asymmetric DW potential ranges from hydrogen bonded solid [38] , anomalous optical lattice vibrations in HgTe [39] , electron in a double quantum dot [40] , proton transfer in DNA [41] to model brain micro-tubules [42] , as well as internal rotation [43] , etc.,
to name a few. It has relevance also in physics of solid-state devices [44] , solar cells and electron tunneling microscopes [44] . In last two decades, quantum tunneling in asymmetric DW potential was studied vigorously [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Tunneling is also used to locate diabolic points of magnetic molecule Fe 8 , where the bottoms of wells can be moved around by applying magnetic fields [52] . Some other example applications are: Bose-Einstein condensation in trapped potentials [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , quantum superconducting circuit based on Josephson junction [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] , quantum computing devices [64] , etc.
In this endeavor, our objective is threefold. First, to investigate distribution of energy as a function of asymmetric term γ, followed by an attempt to frame a general rule for appearance of accidental quasi-degeneracy in such systems. Secondly, we try to establish localization of particle in one of the wells from a consideration of probability density as a function of γ; in this case also some simple general guidelines have been provided. As expected, distribution of particle is not uniform in two sides of potential. Thus there is a possibility that these two wells behave as two different potentials. This is examined by calculating number of effective nodes corresponding to a given energy state. Thirdly, variations in S, I, E, OS as function of β, γ parameters in both position, momentum space are followed. Results from above mentioned net information measures are then correlated with observations on energy and probability distribution. If γ = 0 is chosen, Eq. (2) leads to a symmetric DW. Thus, attempt is made to connect symmetric DW with asymmetric DW. Additionally, these IEs are employed to interpret confinement and trapping [65] of particle inside one of the potential wells along the lines of our previous work in a symmetric DW [28] .
Further, in order to get a semi-classical viewpoint for the distribution of particle in an asymmetric DW, we offer phase-space area (A n ), calculated through Eq. (3). Recently
Wigner probability distribution has been reported for quartic DW potential [66] . In the current work, our focus lies mostly to understand the effect of parameters γ, β on phasespace area, and to correlate them with quantum mechanical results.
II. METHODOLOGY
Without any loss of generality, the DW potential is simply written as,
Here V 0 refers to the minimum value of potential, added to make total energy positive.
Clearly, V and V 1 constitute a mirror-image pair; substitution of x by −x converts one to other. Eigenspectra of these potentials are very similar; energies possessed by all states are identical for both. Moreover, their wave functions are also mirror images to each other.
Thus, it suffices to study the behavior of any one of them; other one automatically follows.
This leads us to choose V (x) as our model asymmetric DW potential, which is explored in remaining part of this communication. Introduction of a linear term in a symmetric DW brings asymmetry in the system. With an increase in quartic parameter α, separation between classical turning points and barrier strength decrease. Thus, in one hand, it increases localization and on other hand, decreases particle's confinement within the well. An increase in β too brings competing effects into the picture. It causes an increase in separation of classical turning points, implying added delocalization of particle, whereas at the same time, barrier area and barrier height increase, which apparently promote localization into one of the wells. Asymmetric term shifts the maximum of potential from zero to either right or left sides depending on whether γ is positive or negative. In general, there exists a deeper (I) and a shallow (II) well. Figure (1) illustrates two typical scenario at two different γ. It also displays that maximum of V shifts towards right as γ increases.
It may be noted that, most prominent β, γ-variation is likely to be observed for lowest states; hence present study mainly focuses on first four energy states. However, in some occasions, we also analyze these changes for higher excited states as well; mostly to verify if the qualitative trends present in lower states still persist in other states. In this connection, it is worthwhile to study how the successive appearance of nodes in wave function impacts behavior of IE. Note that, last term shifts minimum at zero to make energy value positive.
The Hamiltonian in position space is: whereas in momentum space, this reads,
2 dp 2 − iγ d dp .
For sake of convenience, we choose 2m = 1 andh = 1.
A. Variation-induced exact diagonalization method
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors needed for our calculation are generated using a diagonalization method with Hermite basis of a quantum harmonic oscillator (QHO). It [25] is simple, easy to implement numerically; yet produces accurate, reliable solutions without requiring much complication. Details of methodology as well its feasibility, performance and relevance in our present context have been amply demonstrated earlier [28] . Thus these are not repeated here; instead only basic equations are given. Near-exact solutions (for a number of parameter sets) were offered for symmetric DW, using a modest number of basis functions.
These were comparable to some of the best results available in literature. Essentially, the full Hamiltonian is represented in terms of raising and lowering operators of a conventional QHO, containing a single non-linear parameter σ (see Eq. (16) of [28] ). Dimension of our
Hamiltonian matrix is set to N = 100 (see Table I later) to guarantee convergence of energies and wave functions. After some straightforward algebra, analytical expressions of matrix elements in above number-operator basis, are easily obtained as (l, m denote state index),
In position space, the non-zero matrix elements can be written as follows,
On the other hand, in momentum space, the non-zero elements are obtained as,
Diagonalization of the symmetric matrix, h was accomplished efficiently by MATHE-MATICA, leading to accurate energy eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. We adopt a Manifold-Energy minimization approach due to [67, 68] , where instead of minimizing a particular energy state, one minimizes trace of the matrix, which is given below,
with respect to σ. This leads to a cubic equation in σ having a single real root. Finally the process is completed by minimizing the desired matrix in Eq. (8), for above value of σ.
In order to validate and assess the performance of above approach, sample calculations are done on energy spectrum of an asymmetric DW potential having following form, 
III. UNCERTAINTY-LIKE INFORMATION MEASURES
IEs are properly weighted measure of quantum probability distribution function, ρ(x) = |ψ(x)| 2 . In position space, whereas uncertainty contains up to second moments of ρ(x), IE contains contributions from all moments that are relevant and present in quantum probability distribution [70] . Thus intuitively, IE gives a better and more complete description of all competitive moments present in wave function. These uncertainty measures are significantly useful in predicting localization of particle in position space. An analogous description exists in momentum space as well. Like conventional uncertainty product, some of the information measures also satisfy certain lower bounds. Further, it is well known that total Shannon entropy remains conserved under uniform scaling of particle coordinates [71] .
A. Conventional uncertainty relation
Conventional uncertainty is the standard deviation in a measurement of an observable, say position or momentum. They are expressed in the form (h = 1),
B. Shannon entropy (S)
Shannon entropy [30] is the expectation value of logarithmic probability density function.
The expressions is position and momentum space are given by,
The total Shannon entropy (S), defined as below, obeys the following bound,
C. Fisher information (I)
Fisher information is a gradient functional of density [72] . In position and momentum space, they read,
The net Fisher information (I), as obtained below, satisfies the bound,
D. Onicescu energy (E)
Onicescu energy [31, 73] is a quadratic functional of density. In position and momentum space, it is expressed as,
The total quantity, E is then, defined as, 
E. Onicescu-Shannon information (OS)
Onicescu-Shannon information measure [32] [33] [34] is derived from Shannon entropy and Onicescu energy. In position and momentum space, it assumes the form,
The total measure, gives below, satisfies the bound as,
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our primary motivations is to understand effects of variation of β and γ on behavior of a particle in an asymmetric DW potential. As already mentioned, varying β causes following things concurrently; it facilitates delocalization by increasing spacing between classical turning points, reduces separation between two minima, and promotes confinement through increase of barrier height. Whereas the role of γ is to bring in asymmetry in to picture. Therefore, it would be quite fascinating to examine the combined effects of these inter-related and intricate aspects together; how these are reflected in various properties, starting from energy, wave function, probability distribution, uncertainty, to informationrelated measures, etc. In the following, these are discussed, one by one.
Above task is accomplished through two distinct avenues. Initially, we focus on asymmetry effect; for that, co-efficient of linear term, γ is varied for separate values of parameter β.
Thus, pertinent calculations are done at six selected β, ranging from 5 to 30 at an interval of 5, to cover a wide spectrum. Later, the role of contrasting effect of localization-delocalization is probed by altering co-efficient of quadratic term β at eight particular γ; from 0 to 7, at interval of 1. At first, these effects are monitored through energy. Then, distribution of particle within the wells has been investigated quite extensively from a consideration of wave function and probability. Finally to explain the extent of particle confinement, recourse is taken to conventional uncertainty relation as well as a bunch of information measures such as S, I, E, OS (in both position and momentum space). For all the calculations that follow, α is kept fixed at 1. Note that, one could think of some variations in results with changes in α, but that does not alter the qualitative nature of conclusions drawn herein.
A. Energy
Energy spectrum of our asymmetric DW potential in Eq. (4) energy. However, now a new kind of degeneracy arises at certain characteristic γ, which will be highlighted in our forthcoming discussion. Before we begin, for an easy appreciation of figures, let us draw our attention on top three panels (g), (h), (i). They reproduce same energy variation of (f) (all parameters same); three panels referring to n = 0, 1, 2, n = 2, 3, 4
and n = 4, 5, 6 states respectively. Clearly a stair-case like structure is manifest in all these segments, which is distinctly maintained in remaining panels too. Panel (a) shows that, energy of all six states at β = 5, are non-degenerate and well-separated. They increase with γ, extent of which becoming larger for higher states. However, from (b)-(f), it is discernible that, after a certain β (in this case, within a range of 5-10), quasi-degeneracy occurs for some even γ (in this example, 0, 2, 4, · · ·). Moreover, except ground state, slope of each individual excited-state energy curve changes after a fixed interval of γ (here it is 2) and this trend continues up to a certain γ (characteristic for a given state). For sake of generality, we denote this interval as ∆γ, that depends on α only. It is found that, for a given α, there always exists a positive real number, k = γ ∆γ . For this illustrative example at hand, ∆γ = 2, which also happens to be the case for our all future β plots, as long as α is fixed at 1. Now, following simple general rules can be established.
(i) When (n ≥ k): three possible outcomes can be envisaged in this scenario.
(a) k is odd positive integer : an odd -n state will be quasi-degenerate with its immediate higher state.
(b) k is even positive integer : an even-n state will be quasi-degenerate with its adjacent higher state.
(c) k is a fraction: no quasi-degeneracy is possible. (ii) When k > n: n-th state can not be quasi-degenerate. However, other higher (> n) states may show degeneracy depending on k, as delineated above in (i.a), (i.b).
Therefore, depending on whether k is even or odd, arrangement of quasi-degenerate pair changes. For a fixed β, an increase in integer k reduces number of such quasi-degenerate pairs. As seen from all panels of Fig. ( 2) except (a), ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 become quasi-degenerate at γ = 2; k = 1 and thus (i.a) is valid. For any γ beyond this, n = 1 always remains non-degenerate, in accordance with (ii). Then at γ = 4 (correspondingly k = 2), n = 2, 3 become degenerate, consistent with (i.b). Further, from (ii), n = 2 will remain non-degenerate for all γ > 4. Again at γ = 6, ǫ 3 merges with ǫ 4 and continues to remain non-degenerate thereafter. Figure (2) displays that at odd γ (k is a fraction), there is no quasi-degeneracy in any states whatsoever, in agreement with (i.c). They all eventually become non-degenerate after a characteristic γ.
Thus, there are n + 1 such integer k where, n and its adjacent state coalesce. Interestingly, at each of those k (for k < n), slope of dǫn dγ curve changes. From above six plots, clearly this phenomenon occurs after a threshold β (characteristics for a definite state). It is verified that other states also satisfy these rules. Table II now shows effect of β on quasi-degeneracy more succinctly. It demonstrates that with an increase in β, separation between respective quasi-degenerate pairs decrease gradually and it has no impact on a particular ∆γ so far as α remains constant. At this stage, it is necessary to study the role of β, which is done next. γ. In this instance also, ∆γ = 2 and as usual, one sees that quasi-degeneracy arises for both even, odd integer k, i.e., even γ. And there is no trace of it for non-integer
(f), (h), for the entire range of β. Reduction in energy separation between quasi-degenerate pairs is again observed (as in Table II ) with increase in β. In case of (a), (e), k is 0, 2; thus (i.b) above is obeyed, as observed from degeneracy of (ǫ 0 , ǫ 1 ); (ǫ 2 , ǫ 3 ); (ǫ 4 , ǫ 5 ); · · · pairs in (a) and (ǫ 2 , ǫ 3 ); (ǫ 4 , ǫ 5 ) pairs in (e). Moreover, in accordance with (ii), there is no degeneracy for n = 0, 1 states in (e). Panel (c) corresponds to k = 1; thus except for n = 0, where k > n (hence can not contribute to degeneracy, from (ii)), higher states, such as (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ); (ǫ 3 , ǫ 4 ); (ǫ 5 , ǫ 6 ); · · · are quasi-degenerate, following (i.a). In (g), k = 3; consequently, n < 2 states can not be degenerate, in conformity to (ii); whereas other pairs such as (ǫ 3 , ǫ 4 ); (ǫ 5 , ǫ 6 ); · · · will be degenerate with each other, as (i.a) dictates. In (b), (d), (f), (h), k is fraction; thus no degeneracy can occur in any state, from (i.c). Now, as a numerical exercise, Table III displays eigenvalues of first 11 states of our asymmetric DW, at five integer k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, keeping β, α fixed at 30, 1 respectively. This clearly illustrates the satisfaction of such rules for quasi-degenerate levels; sketched in distinct colors. For example, when k = 0, column 2
shows that, an even-n state is quasi-degenerate with its immediate higher neighbor, from (i.b). Thus we get (ǫ 0 , ǫ 1 ), · · · , (ǫ 8 , ǫ 9 ), pairs. Same rule accounts for quasi-degeneracy of (ǫ 2 , ǫ 3 ), · · · , (ǫ 8 , ǫ 9 ) pairs in column 4 for k = 2, and of (ǫ 4 , ǫ 5 ), · · · , (ǫ 8 , ǫ 9 ) pairs in last column corresponding to k = 4, etc. Likewise, when k is odd, an odd-n state becomes degenerate with its adjacent higher neighbor as (i.a) applies. Thus in column 3, (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ), · · · , (ǫ 9 , ǫ 10 ) pairs and in column 5, (ǫ 3 , ǫ 4 ), · · · , (ǫ 9 , ǫ 10 ) pairs show quasi-degeneracy corresponding to k = 3,5 respectively. Moreover, when k = 2, 3, 4 in columns 4-6, following rule (ii), n = 0, 1; n = 0, 1, 2 and n = 0, 1, 2, 3 can not have quasi-degeneracy. In passing, we note that, when k = 0, the potential is actually symmetric DW, obeying (i.b); treating 0 as even integer.
From this, one could anticipate that symmetric may be considered as a special case of more general asymmetric situation, which is revealed further in results that follow. barring n = 0, 1 states; thus markedly follow the rules enumerated above, in both occasions.
To substantiate these rules further and as an illustration, we proceed for generation of arbitrary quasi-degenerate pair of states from a knowledge of γ and β. Table IV to the immediate conclusion that, after a certain characteristic β (in this case, somewhere in between 5-10), the particle remains completely localized in either well I or well II, i.e., respective probabilities are either 0 or 1. Moreover, for a given α, β, there exists some special values of γ, at which there is a finite probability that the particle is distributed in both wells. At these transition points, particle can travel from one well to the other and these points appear after a fixed interval as ∆γ (in this example, it is 2). Finally, beyond a certain ∆γ, any particular state eventually localizes in the deeper well. After a careful observation, it turns out that it is possible to enumerate a rule (based on some modification of energy rule discussed earlier) to explain the distribution pattern inside the wells. Recall that, I, II signify deeper and shallow wells respectively. Now, in the following, we attempt to quantify these observations in terms of some simple rules to predict localization/delocalization of a particle in a given well, in terms of the parameter k and state index n. For ǫ n < V 0 , following situations could be envisioned.
(i) n ≥ k: two possibilities arise:
(a) k is integer: particle in nth state is distributed in both well I and well II.
(b) k is fraction: four possibilities need to be considered:
(1) both n and integer part of k even: particle stays in well I.
(2) both n and integer part of k odd: particle stays in well I.
(3) n even and integer part of k odd: particle stays in well II.
(4) n odd and integer part of k even: particle stays in well II.
(ii) n < k: particle always resides in larger (I) well.
Let us now try to explain Fig. (5) on the basis of above generalizations. At non-zero γ (k > 0), particle in n = 0 state dwells in deeper well I. This is observed in all sub-figures of column 1; as expected for n < k, from (ii). Next for n = 1, when 0 < γ < 2 (0 < k < 1), from second column, it remains in smaller well II. This is predicted from (i.b.4) as integer part of k is 0 (< n = 1). Note that, bottom most panel (β = 5) separates out from remaining plots, as complete localization is yet to occur (threshold β is not reached). At γ = 2 (k = 1), (i.a)
suggests that it resides in both wells; precisely this is observed from figure. For any γ higher than 2 (k > 1), once again, in agreement with (ii), it stays in well I. In case of n = 2, third column show that, for 0 < γ < 2 (or 0 < k < 1), particle inhabits well I; (i.b.1) applies as both n and integer portion of k (0) are even. On the other hand, in 2 < γ < 4 region (equivalently 1 < k < 2), particle is located in well II; as integer part of k is odd, (i.b.1) comes in to play.
At γ = 2 or 4 (k is 1 or 2), it stays in both wells, following (i.a). For γ > 4 (k > 2), it again localizes in well I. Next in column four, probabilities are given for n = 3. When 0 < γ < 2 (0 < k < 1) and 4 < γ < 6 (2 < k < 3), it confines in well II in agreement with (i.b.4), whereas for 2 < γ < 4 (1 < k < 2), it stays in well I, as dictated by (i.b.2). At γ = 2, 4, 6 (k = 1, 2, 3), it could be found in both wells following (i). As usual after γ > 6 (k > 3), it localizes in well I obeying (ii). Similarly, other higher states in columns five and six also follow these rules and further establishes their relevance. Thus, one finds that, particle in nth excited state Finally, from top-most row (k = 3.5), it is observed that, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 of DW represent effective lowest five states of well I, whereas n = 4 may be identified as effective lowest state of well II. Similar trend is found to be valid for other γ as well, which further demonstrates the applicability of rules. Another interesting feature of these calculations is provided in bottom-most row (γ = 0, k = 0), which represents a symmetric DW. As expected (from both classical, quantum mechanics), in all states, particle remains equally distributed in two wells.
This is in accordance with (i.a); this confirms the obvious fact that a symmetric DW may be treated as a particular case of a more general asymmetric DW. Now some remarks may be made about nodes in wave function plots. Table V offers number of effective nodes present in a particular state of asymmetric DW, at same selected range of k. Actually, this increases with state index (nth state has n nodes lying within classical turning points). However, due to occurrence of two separate wells as discussed above, certain nodes become insignificant. In range 0 < k < 1, for example, n = 0,1 are effectively nodeless as they behave as ground state of wells I, II respectively. Similarly, n = 2,3 possess single node, for they represent first excited state of wells I, II; whereas n = 4,5 contain two nodes corresponding to second excited states of wells I, II. These numbers are provided in third column of this table. Next, fifth column suggests that, within 1 < k < 2, n = 0,2 have zero node; thus they appear as lowest two states of wells I, II. Also, n = 1,4 have single node, as they act as first excited states of wells I, II. And n = 3,5 possess 2,3 nodes respectively, for they relate to second and third excited states of well I. In a similar fashion, in range 2 < k < 3, n = 0,1,2,4 of DW appear as lowest four states of well I, whereas n = 3,5 act as lowest two states of well II. These are evident from column seven. Finally for range 3 < k < 4, last column confirms that n = 0,1,2,3,5 of our asymmetric DW serve as lowest five states of well I, giving rise to 0,1,2,3,4 nodes respectively, whereas n = 4 remains effectively nodeless, as it is the ground state of well II. Thus, one concludes that at fractional k, wells I and II virtually function as two different potentials (after a certain threshold β).
C. Conventional uncertainty product
Now we turn to an analysis of ∆x (A), ∆p (B) and ∆x∆p (C) in top, middle and bottom rows in Fig. (7) . Four lowest states are depicted as functions of γ at six β, in panels (a)- (f) for each row. It is easily noticed that in all excited states, slope for all these three properties change in an abrupt manner at an interval of ∆γ (integer k) in consonance with the rule of to eight γ, namely, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 respectively. For more details, see text.
distribution described earlier. After each interval of ∆γ the particle changes position from one well to another; hence causing sudden variation in these measures.
Variation of ∆x with γ in first row implies confinement; at fractional k, particle is localized in a particular well, whereas integer k signals distribution in both wells. Further it also indicates the existence of a critical transition point after which it settles in a specific well and never comes out. Extent of confinement is not same in all intervals of ∆γ. In first interval 0 < γ < 2 (or equivalently at 0 < k < 1), ∆x for n = 0,1 is very close. Whereas in second interval 2 < γ < 4 (or 1 < k < 2), this closeness happens for n = 0,2. Likewise, in third interval 4 < γ < 6 (or 2 < k < 3), ∆x for n = 0 and 3 states approach each other closely. This is due to the change in number of effective nodes in higher states. Reference to Table V shows that, in these pair of states they are same (0,1,2 respectively) in three mentioned intervals (other nodes also lie within classical turning points; but they are located on other well where probability of finding the particle is insignificant). Every integer k is characterized by a sharp peak in ∆x. In the lowest state, critical transition point is at γ = 0; therefore, only one such discontinuity in slope is observed. First and second excited state, on the other hand, show two and three such points where slope changes suddenly. This, again confirms the general rule: n-th excited state has (n+1) such points where slope changes because particle makes n+1 such jumps before localizing in the larger well.
Change in ∆p (second row) with increase in γ is also characterized by jumps at integer k, but there is no such spike as in ∆x. Clearly, nth state has n points where slope of ∆p vs γ curve changes suddenly. In each state, however, there is a critical transition point after which ∆p assumes continuity. For all states, when slope of ∆x vs γ plot increases, same of ∆p curve decreases and vice-versa. Thus, when the extent of confinement increases, positional uncertainty decreases and kinetic energy increases. Next, bottom row shows uncertainty product plots with respect to γ. Analogous to ∆x plots, here also, at integer k, slope of the curve changes sharply indicating a transition of particle from one well to another, and nth state goes through (n + 1) points before complete localization in deeper well. Thus, in an asymmetric DW, traditional uncertainty relations are capable of explaining confinement.
We now examine variation of uncertainty measures ∆x (A), ∆p (B), ∆x∆p (C) as functions of β in left, middle, right columns in Fig. (8) . These are considered for eight γ in panels (a)-(h). It is seen that, at fractional k (odd γ), i.e., panels A(b), A(d), A(f), A(h), ∆x increases at first, attains a maximum and then decreases. Position of these maxima pro- gressively shifts to right as n increases; this also causes peak heights to increase. Moreover, these plots tend to flatten with γ. After initial delocalization, the two opposing effects of β balance at the maximum and then localization is favored. At 0 < k < 1, i.e., panel A(b), ∆x merge for n = 0,1 and n = 2,3 after certain β. Here, each well functions as two different potentials. In this interval n = 1 acts as ground state of well II whereas n = 2,3 operate as first excited state of wells I,II respectively (refer to columns 2,3 in Table V) . Similarly, at 1 < k < 2, ∆x for n =0,2 coalesce in A(d); this again occurs for n = 0,3 in range 2 < k < 3, in A(e). Because, from Table V , at these respective intervals, n = 2,3 act as lowest states of well II. Interestingly, however, at integer k, ∆x behaves differently. These correspond to transition of a state from one well to another causing distribution in two wells. In this occasion, ∆x of two different states merge due to quasi-degeneracy. At k = 0, ∆x for n = 0,1 and n = 2,3 unite separately in A(a). In an analogous way, at k = 1, in A(c), ∆x for n = 1,2
coalesce, while at k = 2, ∆x for n = 2, 3 join in A(e). Now from middle row, we see that, ∆p decreases with β at first, attains a minimum and then increases. For a given states, positions of these minima get left shifted with γ. For a fixed γ, they shift to right as state index increases. For higher γ, the minima tends to disappear; this γ grows larger with n.
On the contrary, ∆x∆p at integer k (γ = 0, 2, 4, 6) in C(a), C(c), C(e), C(f) initially de-crease until reaching a minimum and then continues to grow steadily. However, at fraction
, finally becoming flat after certain β. In latter case, one notices that nth state attains minima after (n+1)th transition points.
For example, n = 1, after one transition point at C(c) for γ = 2 (k = 1), localizes in C(d) for k > 1; n = 2 gives the minimum in C(f) after two transition points at k = 1, 2; n = 3 shows minimum in C(h) after 3 such points for k = 1, 2, 3.
Thus, on the basis of Figs. (7), (8), it is clear that at fractional k, traditional uncertainties can explain confinement, where asymmetric effect dominates. But, at integer k, situation remains unclear; combined response of α, β overshadows asymmetric effect of γ then.
D. Information-based uncertainty measures
We now focus on information-based measures for first four energy states. Figure (9) displays S x against γ plots at six β in top six rows, A(a)-A(f). A similar presentation strategy is followed as in traditional uncertainties in Fig. (7) . Increase in β only makes the particle more confined within well I or II. Generally, at certain γ, curve for nth state quickly jumps to a crest and then gradually decreases by traveling through n + 1 peaks, very similar to that encountered for ∆x in Fig. (7) . After that, particle eventually localizes in larger (I) well. Recall that these jumps at even γ (integer k) signify transition points, which takes place only at fixed interval of ∆γ, and observed upto a certain γ (characteristics for a given state). At fractional k, change in S x is rather small because of confinement.
Once, it finally rests in larger well (k > n), S x decreases with increase in γ indicating gradual build-up of confinement. Next B(a)-B(f), demonstrate that slope of S p versus γ curves changes noticeably at intervals of ∆γ, in a fashion similar to that for ∆p in Fig. (7) . This discontinuity implies transition of particle from one well to another. Again, an nth state leads to (n+1) jumps in S p before localization happens in well I. Analogous variations of S as a function of γ are depicted in bottom row. Like S x , S too shows pronounced peaks at intervals of ∆γ indicating transition points at integer k. Moreover, like S x , an nth state gives rise to (n+1) peaks in S x before settling in well I. When particle stays in a specific well, extent of confinement is not always same. Visibly, when 0 < k < 1 (0 < γ < 2), S for n =0,1 remain very close. This is explained from the fact that, at this interval these two states act effectively as lowest state of wells I, II. Likewise, for 1 < k < 2 (2 < γ < 4), S of of a critical transition point, after which a particle remains in well I. This also mirrors the fact that, symmetric DW is a special case of asymmetric DW potential.
We now undertake a study of change of Shannon entropy with β in Fig. (10) through four lowest states eight selected γ. In all cases S x initially increases with β before reaching a maximum and then decreases asymptotically. This arises due to the competing effect of β. Interestingly, positions of these maxima shift to left with increasing γ, for any given state; moreover they tend to disappear with γ, with higher state requiring larger γ. This is explained by considering the predominance of asymmetry over competing effect due to localization of particle in a definite well. Depending upon odd, even γ, two different trends in S x is observed beyond a certain threshold β. In A(a), for k = 0 (γ = 0), S x of n = 0,1 are very close; similarly at k = 1 (γ = 2), same happens for n = 1,2 in A(c); at k = 2 (γ = 4), n = 2,3 are close in A(f). Continuing in this way, one can predict that, S x of n = 3,4 will approach each other at k = 3 or γ = 6 (not shown) and so on. This closeness of different sets of S x at certain k is in agreement with quasi-degeneracy rule. On the other hand, when γ is odd (1, 3, 5, etc.) , then at k = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, S x of n = 0 becomes closer to n = 1,2,3 states
This, again is due to number of effective node of those states becoming same at those specific k.
Next, B(a)-B(h), C(a)-C(h) illustrate changes of S p and S with β. Generally, S p decreases with increase in β, reaches a minimum and then increases gradually. Again, positions of these minima move towards left with β. Beyond a certain γ, the extrema tend to die out. Also for higher n, there are some occasional humps observed. As in S x , S p in certain states also converge depending on odd, even γ. Variation of S with β, however, is not straightforward; complicated sequence of maxima, minmima is observed for different states for various β.
All these occurs due to a balance of various effect present in such asymmetric DW. Again, S merge for certain states at different k. For example, this takes place for n = 0,1 in C(a) (when k = 0); n = 1,2 in C(c) (when k = 1); n = 2,3 in C(e) (when k = 2), etc. Following this trend we can expect this joining to occur n = 3,4 states when k = 3 (not shown in figure) .
These are well in accordance to quasi-degeneracy rules prescribed in IV.A. Also for odd γ, merging of S occurs in agreement with rules of IV.B; this happens for n = 0,1 in C(b) when
etc. Thus, using above rule, one can expect that at γ = 7 (k = 3.5), S of n = 0,4 states will coincide (not shown in figure) . appears two closed lobes in phase-space for k = 1, resembling a situation where the particle can be distributed in both wells in a similar fashion as in rule (i.a). Once, k > 1, it appears that all the phase-space plots are represented by single closed lobes. This again seems to follow from rule (ii). Similarly, for n = 2, phase-space breaks into two closed lobes at k = 1, 2 corresponding to particle localisation in both wells (rule (i.a)). At k = 3, one finds a single closed lobe on left side (rule (ii)). But, at fractional k (1.5), there emerges two closed lobes.
This observation is incompatible with particle distribution rule (b) of (IV.B). Again, for Here also we envisage that, the curve for an nth state undergoes n number of jumps before localising in well I. But the jumps are not as fast as in case of ∆x or S x . Additionally, at k = 1, 2, curves for n = 1, 2 and n = 2, 3 respectively merge, indicating quasi-degeneracy of these states, as observed earlier in energy distribution rules; (i.a), (i.b) in (IV.A).
Finally, Fig. (13) portrays the change of phase-space area as a function β at eight different γ. At fractional k, there appears a maximum followed by a minimum. Interestingly, at k = 0, n = 0, 1 states, coalesce after certain β value. Similarly, at k = 1 and 2, n = 1, 2 and n = 2, 3
states converge after certain β respectively. This again establishes the quasi-degeneracy in such systems, as a consequence of rules (i.a), (i.b) of (IV.A).
V. CONCLUSION
Energy distribution and localisation of a particle in an asymmetric DW potential is studied. Conventional uncertainty relation and a host of entropy-based information measures such as, S, I, E, OS have been invoked to correlate the results obtained through energy and probability-distribution analysis. Calculation in position and momentum space were carried out by means of a simple yet accurate variation-induced method. From a classical viewpoint, particle in such a potential will always reside in deeper well, but this work reveals that there may be a clearly defined rule which localizes it in either deeper or shallower well. A rule has also proposed for energy distribution as well. It is also established that at certain range of γ, two wells of DW effectively behave as two different potentials.
Study of wave function and probability completely explains distribution of particle in two wells. Uncertainty-based information measures can not fully explain the location of particle, but sufficient to describe the switching from one well to another. Asymmetry prevails over competing effect of localization/delocalization as particle usually resides in a definite well.
Interestingly, there are certain transition points where, opposing effects predominate over asymmetry, causing the particle to reside in both wells. Convergence of such properties arises not only due to quasi-degeneracy, but also because of same number of effective nodes in those states. Furthermore, a semi-classical analysis indicates that at integer k, phasespace can be split into two closed lobes, signifying quasi-degeneracy in such DW potentials.
It is also shown that, symmetric DW may be treated as a special case of asymmetric DW.
Further investigation of information-based quantities in 2D, 3D potentials or confinement situations may lead to interesting insight, some of which may be taken up later.
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